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Abstract—Text effects are combinations of visual elements such as outlines, colors and textures of text, which can dramatically
improve its artistry. Although text effects are extensively utilized in the design industry, they are usually created by human experts due
to their extreme complexity, which is laborious and not practical for normal users. In recent years, some efforts have been made for
automatic text effects transfer, however, the lack of data limits the capability of transfer models. To address this problem, we introduce a
new text effects dataset, TE141K, with 141,081 text effects/glyph pairs in total. Our dataset consists of 152 professionally designed text
effects, rendered on glyphs including English letters, Chinese characters, Arabic numerals, etc. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
largest dataset for text effects transfer as far. Based on this dataset, we propose a baseline approach named Text Effects Transfer GAN
(TET-GAN), which supports the transfer of all 152 styles in one model and can efficiently extend to new styles. Finally, we conduct a
comprehensive comparison where 14 style transfer models are benchmarked. Experimental results demonstrate the superiority of
TET-GAN both qualitatively and quantitatively, and indicate that our dataset is effective and challenging.
Index Terms—Text effects, style transfer, deep neural network, large-scale dataset, model benchmarking.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
TEXT effects are additional style features for text, suchas colors, outlines, shadows, stereoscopic effects, glows
and textures. Rendering text in the style specified by the
example text effects is referred to as text effects transfer.
Applying visual effects to text is very common yet impor-
tant in graphic design. However, manually rendering text
effects is labor intensive and requires great skills beyond
normal users. In this work, we introduce a large-scale text
effects dataset to benchmark existing style transfer models
on automatic text effects rendering, and further propose
a novel feature disentanglement neural network that can
synthesize high-quality text effects on arbitrary glyphs.
Text effects transfer is a sub-topic of general image
style transfer. General image style transfer has been well
studied these years. Based on style representation, it can
be categorized into global-based and local-based methods.
Global-based methods [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] represent styles
as global statistics of image features and transfer styles by
matching the global feature distributions between the style
image and the generated image. The most famous one is the
pioneering Neural Style Transfer [1], which exploits deep
neural features and represents styles as Gram matrices [6].
However, the global representation for general styles does
not apply to the text effects. Text effects are highly structured
along the glyph and cannot be simply characterized as the
mean, variance or other global statistics [2], [3], [4], [5] of the
texture features. Instead, the text effects should be learned
with the corresponding glyphs.
On the other hand, local-based methods [7], [8], [9] rep-
resent styles as local patches, and style transfer is essentially
texture rearrangement, which seems to be more suitable for
text effects than global statistics. In fact, the recent work
of [9], which is the first study of text effects transfer, is local-
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based, where textures are rearranged to correlated positions
on text skeletons. However, it is difficult for local-based
methods to preserve global style consistency. In addition,
the patch matching procedure of these methods usually
suffers great computational complexity.
To handle a particular style, researchers have explored
modeling style from data rather than using general statistics
or patches, which refers to image-to-image translation [10].
Early attempts [10], [11] train generative adversarial net-
works (GAN) to map images from two domains, which is
limited to only two styles. StarGAN [12] employs one-hot
vectors to handle multiple pre-defined styles, but requires
expensive data collection and retraining to handle new
styles. Despite these limitations, image-to-image translation
methods have shown great success in learning to generate
vivid styles of building facades, street views, shoes, hand-
bags, etc., from the corresponding datasets [13], [14], [15],
[16]. However, the style of text effects is less explored in
this area due to the lack of related datasets. It is necessary
to construct a large-scale dataset for data-driven text effects
transfer model design and benchmarking.
To address this practical issue, we develop TE141K, a
large-scale dataset with 141,081 text effects/glyph pairs for
data-driven text effects transfer, as shown in Fig. 1. TE141K
contains 152 different kinds of professionally designed text
effects collected from the Internet. Each style is rendered on
a variety of glyphs including English letters, Chinese charac-
ters, Japanese kanas, Arabic numerals, etc., to form the style
images. Besides these rendered in-the-wild styles, we design
a simple yet effective style augmentation method to obtain
infinite synthetic styles, which can serve as a supplement
to TE141K to improve the robustness of transfer models.
In terms of content images, we further pre-process them
so that they can provide more glyph spatial information,
which makes it easier for the network to capture the spatial
relationship between the glyph and the text effects.
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Fig. 1. Representative text effects in TE141K. Text styles are grouped into three subsets based on the glyph type, including TE141K-E (English
alphabet subset, 67 styles), TE141K-C (Chinese character subset, 65 styles), and TE141K-S (Symbol and other language subset, 20 styles).
Based on the large-scale dataset, we propose a novel ap-
proach for text effects transfer with two distinctive aspects.
First, we develop a novel TET-GAN built upon encoder-
decoder architectures. The encoders are trained to disen-
tangle content and style features in the text effects images,
while the decoders are trained to reconstruct features back
to images. TET-GAN performs two functions: Stylization
and Destylization as shown in Fig. 2. Stylization is im-
plemented by recombining the disentangled content and
style features while destylization by solely decoding content
features. The task of destylization guides the network to
precisely extract the content feature, which in turn helps
the network better capture its spatial relationship with the
style feature in the task of stylization. Through feature
disentanglement, our network can simultaneously support
hundreds of distinct styles compared to traditional image-
to-image translation methods [10] that only deal with two
styles. Second, we propose a self-stylization training scheme
for one-shot learning. Leveraging the knowledge learned
from our dataset, the network only needs to be finetuned on
one example, and then it can render the new user-specified
style on any glyph, providing much more flexibility than
StarGAN [12].
In summary, our contributions are threefold:
• We introduce a large dataset named TE141K containing
thousands of professionally designed text effects im-
ages, which we believe can be useful for the research
areas of text effects transfer, multi-domain transfer,
image-to-image translation, etc.
• We raise a novel TET-GAN to disentangle and recom-
bine glyph features and style features for text effects
transfer. The explicit content and style representations
enable effective stylization and destylization on multi-
ple text effects. A novel self-stylization training scheme
for style extension is further proposed to improve the
flexibility of the network.
• We provide a comprehensive benchmark of our method
and the state-of-the-art methods, which validates the
challenges of the proposed dataset and the superiority
of our feature disentanglement model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents our new dataset. In Section 3, we review represen-
tative style transfer models for benchmarking. In Section 4,
the details of the proposed TET-GAN for text effects transfer
is presented. Section 5 benchmarks the proposed method
and the state-of-the-art style transfer models. Finally, we
conclude our work in Section 6.
Destylization
Stylization
TET-GAN
Input Output
Fig. 2. Our TET-GAN implements two functions: destylization for remov-
ing style features from the text and stylization for transferring the visual
effects from highly stylized text onto other glyphs.
2 A LARGE-SCALE DATASET FOR TEXT EFFECTS
TRANSFER
In this section, we will introduce the details of TE141K and
analyze its data distribution.
2.1 Data Collection
We build out dataset with the help of the automation tools
in Adobe Photoshop. Specifically, we first collected PSD
files of text effects released by several text effects websites,
or created psd files by ourselves following the tutorials
on these websites. Then we used batch tools and scripts
to automatically replace the glyph and produce about one
thousand text effects images for each PSD file. There are also
two text effects kindly provided by Yang et al. [9], adding
up to 152 different kinds of text styles. Finally, we obtain
141,081 text effects images with resolution of 320× 320 and
their corresponding glyph images to form TE141K. Based
on glyph types, we divide TE141K into three subsets, where
text styles are different in different subsets. Fig. 1 and Table 1
show an overview of these three subsets, including:
• TE141K-E. This subset contains 67 styles (59,280 im-
age pairs, 988 glyphs per style), where all glyphs are
English alphabets, making text effects relatively easier
to transfer compared to other two subsets. This subset
serves as a baseline to explore multi-style transfer.
• TE141K-C. This subset contains 65 styles (54,405 image
pairs, 837 glyphs per style). The glyphs for training
are all Chinese characters while the glyphs for testing
contains both Chinese characters, English alphabets
and Arabic Numerals. This subset can be used to test
the glyph generalization ability of the transfer model.
3TABLE 1
A summary of TE141K. Based on glyph types, TE141K can be split into three subsets, where styles are different in different subsets.
#Style #Glyphs Glyph Types #Training/#Testing #Images
TE141K-E 67 988 52 English Alphabets in 19 Fonts 874/114 59,280
TE141K-C 65 837 775 Chinese Characters, 52 English Alphabets, 10 Arabic Numerals 708/129 54,405
TE141K-S 20 1,024 56 Special Symbols, 968 Letters in Japanese, Russian, etc. 900/124 20,480
Total 152 2,849 2,482/367 141,081
(c) (e) (b) (d)(a)
Fig. 3. Distribution-aware data augmentation. (a) Raw text image. (b)
Results of distribution-aware text image preprocessing (the contrast is
enhanced for better visualization). (c)-(e) Results of distribution-aware
text effects augmentation by tinting (b) using random colormaps.
(a) input (b) w/o pre+aug (c) w/o aug (d) pre+aug
Fig. 4. A comparison of results with and without our distribution-aware
data preprocessing and augmentation.
• TE141K-S. This subset contains 20 styles (20,480 image
pairs, 1,024 glyphs per style). The glyphs are special
symbols and letters of common languages other than
Chinese and English. In this paper, we use this subset
for one-shot training to test the flexibility (the efficiency
of new style extension) of the transfer model.
For each subset and each kind of text effects, we split around
87% of the images for training and 13% for testing.
2.2 Data Processing
Distribution-aware text image preprocessing. As reported
in [9], the spatial distribution of the texture in text effects
is highly related to its distance from the glyph, forming an
effective prior for text effects transfer. To leverage this prior,
we propose a distribution-aware text image preprocessing
to directly feed models trained on TE141K with distance
cues. As shown in Fig. 3, we extend the raw text image from
one channel to three channels. The R channel is the original
text image, while G channel and B channel are distance
maps where the value of each pixel is its distance to the
background black region and the foreground white glyph,
respectively. Another advantage of the preprocessing is that
our three-channel text images have much fewer saturated
areas than the original ones, which greatly facilitates the
extraction of valid features.
Distribution-aware text effects augmentation. Besides
the text images, we further propose the distribution-aware
augmentation of the text effects images. The key idea is to
augment our training data by generating random text effects
based on the pixel distance from the glyph. Specifically,
we first establish a random colormap for each of the R
and G channels, which maps each distance value to a
corresponding color. Then we use the colormaps of the R
and G channels to tint the background black region and
the foreground white glyph in the text image separately.
Figs. 3(c)-(e) show examples of the randomly generated text
effects images. With colors that reflect structural distribu-
tion, these images can effectively guide transfer models to
discover the spatial relationship between the text effects
and the glyphs. In addition, data augmentation could also
increase the generalization capabilities of the model.
In Fig. 4, we examine the effect of our distribution-
aware text image preprocessing and text effects augmenta-
tion on TE141K through a comparative experiment with the
model proposed in Section 4. Without the preprocessing and
augmentation, the inner flame textures are not synthesized
correctly. As can be seen in Fig. 4(d), our distribution-aware
data augmentation strategy helps the network learn to infer
textures based on their correlated position on the glyph, and
synthesize better flame textures.
2.3 Dataset Statistics
In the proposed dataset, there are a wide variety of text
effects. To explore their distribution, we first obtain their
feature maps of the fifth layer of VGG network [18]. Then we
conduct nonlinear dimensionality reduction by t-SNE [17]
and visualize the distribution of text effects. We choose VGG
features instead of RGB information because text effects
with similar structural characteristics are close to each other
in VGG features. As illustrated in Fig. 5(a), text effects are
evenly distributed as a circle, indicating that the types of
text effects in our dataset are various and wide-ranging.
Text effects usually consist of multiple fundamental vi-
sual elements, such as textures, stroke outlines and stereo
effects. These factors may vary a lot and make text effects
transfer a challenging task. To better investigate how they
affect the model performance, we quantify these factors
and manually label the text effects with corresponding
factors. We will introduce the statistics of these factors in
this section, and investigate their influence on the model
performance in Section 5.5.
In terms of texture, we consider it in two parts: fore-
ground and background. For background, based on com-
4(a) Visualization of VGG features of all text effects.
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TABLE 1
A summary of TE141K. According to the glyphs, TE141K can be split into three parts, where text styles is different in different parts.
Style Glyphs Glyph for Training Glyph for Testing Styled Text
TE141K-E 67 988 912 English Alphabets from A to X in 19 Fonts 76 English Alphabets from Y to Z in 19 Fonts 59,280
TE141K-C 65 837 775 Chinese Characters 62 English Alphabets and Arabic Numerals 54,405
TE141K-S 20 1,024 968 Letters in Japanese, Russian, etc. 56 Special Symbols 20,480
Total 152 2,849 141,081
(c) (e) (b) (d)(a)
Fig. 3. Distribution-aware data augmentation. (a) Raw text image. (b)
Result of distribution-aware text image preprocessing. (c)-(e) Results of
distribution-aware text effects augmentation by tinting (b) using random
colormaps.
(a) input (b) w/o pre+aug (c) w/o aug (d) full model
Fig. 4. A comparison of results with and without our distribution-aware
data preprocessing and augmentation.
Besides, all the glyphs are English alphabets. This subset
serves as a baseline to explore multi-style transfer.
TE141K-C. This subset contains 65 styles (54,405 image
pairs, 837 glyphs per style). The glyphs for training are
all Chinese characters while the glyphs for testing contains
both Chinese characters, English alphabets and Arabic Nu-
merals. This subset can be used to test the glyph generaliza-
tion ability of the model.
TE141K-S. This subset contains 20 styles (20,480 image
pairs, 1,024 glyphs per style). The glyphs are special symbols
and letters of common languages other than Chinese and
English. In this paper, we use this subset for one-shot
training to test the flexibility (the efficiency of new style
extension) of the model.
2.2 Data Processing
Distribution-aware text image preprocessing. As reported
in [9], the spatial distribution of the texture in text effects
is highly related to its distance from the glyph, forming an
effective prior for text effects transfer. To leverage this prior,
we propose a distribution-aware preprocessing for the text
image to directly feed our network with distance cues. As
shown in Fig. 3, we extend the raw text image from one
TABLE 2
Statistics of text style features in TE141K.
Features outline glow regular shading irregular stereo
TE141K-E 20 13 25 19 9 15
TE141K-C 33 3 8 30 13 35
TE141K-S 11 4 2 12 14 14
TE141K 64 20 35 61 36 64
channel to three channels. The R channel is the original
text image, while G channel and B channel are distance
maps where the value of each pixel is its distance to the
background black region and the foreground white glyph,
respectively. Another advantage of the preprocessing is that
our three-channel text images have much fewer saturated
areas than the original ones, which greatly facilitates the
extraction of valid features.
Distribution-aware text effects augmentation. Besides
the text images, we further propose the distribution-aware
augmentation of the text effects images. The key idea is to
augment our training data by generating random text effects
based on the pixel distance from the glyph. Specifically,
we first establish a random colormap for each of the R
and G channels, which maps each distance value to a
corresponding color. Then we use the colormaps of the R
and G channels to tint the background black region and
the foreground white glyph in the text image separately.
Fig. 3(c)-(e) shows examples of the randomly generated text
effects images. These images whose colors are distributed
strictly according to distance can effectively guide our net-
work to discover the spatial relationship between the text
effects and the glyph. In addition, data augmentation could
also increase the generalization capabilities of the network.
In Fig. 4, we examine the effect of our distribution-aware
text image preprocessing and text effects augmentation
through a comparative experiment with the model proposed
in Sec. 4. Without the preprocessing and augmentation, the
inner flame textures are not synthesized correctly. As can be
seen in Fig. 4(d), our distribution-aware data augmentation
strategy helps the network learn to infer textures based on
their correlated position on the glyph, and thus the problem
is well solved.
2.3 Dataset Statistics
TO-DO: Need revision
In the proposed dataset, there are a wide variety of text
effects. To explore their distribution, we first obtain their
(b) Distribution of background, foreground, stroke, and stereo effects subclasses.
Fig. 5. Stati tics of TE141K. (a) Visualized text effects distribution in TE141K by t-SNE [17] based on their VGG features [18]. Perceptually similar
text effects are placed closely to each other. The eve ly disp rsed distribution indicates the data diversity and richness of our dataset. (b) Distribution
of different b ckground, foreground, stroke, and stereo effects subclasses of our dataset. Representative images are shown at the top. The first
row: schematics where red is used to represent specific text effects subclasses. The second row: representative samples from TE141K.
plexity level, we classify it into 6 subclasses: Solid Color,
Gradient Color, Easy Texture, Normal Texture, Hard Texture
and Complex Texture. Solid Color is the most simple, where
transfer models only need to directly copy the original color.
Gradient Color is more complex, where the distribution of
color is directional. For the other four subclasses, there are
textures on the background. In Easy Texture, textures are
imperceptible for human eyes. From Normal Texture, to Hard
Texture, and to Complex Texture, textures become distinct and
irregular. As shown in Fig. 5(b), 36% of the background is
solid and 20% is of gradient color, which is consistent with
th fact that ckground is oft n set simple to better empha-
size the foreground glyph. Similarly, we classify foreground
into the same 6 subclasses. Different from backgrou d, 30%
of the foreground has Complex Texture. It may be because
that foreground is the main body of text effects, therefore is
often fully decorated to increase artistic quality.
Stroke outlines and stereo effects are two common ele-
ments widely used in cartoon and 3D text effects, respec-
tively. Based on complexity and thickness, we classify the
stroke into 6 subclasses: No Stroke, Thin Stroke, One-Side
Stroke, Normal Stroke, Thick Stroke and Complex Stroke. We
observe that the thickness of many Thin Stroke and Normal
Stroke is uneven in direction, therefore further divide them
into a more specific class One-Side Stroke. In TE141K, 59%
of the text effects con ain strok s. Ste eo effects are usually
a combination of multiple special effects, such as embos
and illumination effect . In addition, illumination effects c
be further classified into lighting and shadow. Similarly, we
classify stereo effects into 6 subclasses: No Emboss, Emboss,
No Illumination, Lighting, Shado , and Complex illumination,
where Complex illumination is a combination of more than
two illumination effects. In TE141K, 48% of the text effects
contain emboss, and 43% contain illumination effects.
2.4 Comparison with Existing Dataset
Datasets play an important role in the development of
neural networks. To the best of our knowledge, the dataset
provided in the work of MC-GAN [19] is the only text effects
dataset in the literature. To train MC-GAN, the authors
collected 35 different kinds of text effects from the Internet.
For each style, only an extremely limited 26 images of capital
letters with a small size of 64 × 64 are rendered, forming a
total of 910 style images, which cannot support training a
network that is robust enough to produce high-resolution
images of arbitrary glyphs. Therefore, MC-GAN can only
handle 26 capital letters with a low resolution. By contrast,
our TE141K contains 152 different kinds of text effects. For
each style, at least 837 glyphs are rendered, adding up to
141,081 image pairs in total. In addition, the image size
reaches 320 × 320. The proposed dataset exceeds [19] in
terms of both quantity and diversity, supporting transfer
models to render exquisite text effects on various glyphs.
2.5 Text Effects Transfer Tasks
On TE141K, we design three text effects transfer tasks ac-
cording to the amount of information provided to transfer
models, which will be benchmarked in Section 5:
• General Text Effects Transfer. In this task, text styles in
training/testing phase are the same. Benchmarking is
conducte with all three dataset subsets. While testing,
models are provided with an input example text effects
image, its glyph counterpart and the target glyph. This
task is relatively easy since models can get familiar with
the text effects through large amount of training data.
The challenges lies in transferring multiple styles in one
model and generalizing to unseen glyphs.
• Supervised One-Shot Text Effects Transfer. In this
task, text effects in training/testing phase are differ-
ent. For data-driven models, only the training set of
5TABLE 2
Summary of benchmarking representative style transfer models and the proposed TET-GAN, showing the model type, model names, number of
style supported per model (#Style), support for Supervised One-Shot (SOS) or Unsupervised One-Shot (UOS) style transfer, availability of
feed-forward fast style transfer, target type (general image style or text effects transfer), usage of deep models as well as the style representation.
Type Model Flexibility Efficiency Model Design
#Style SOS/UOS Feed-Forward Type Deep Style Representation
Global-based
NST [1] ∞ UOS × general √ Gram matrix of deep features
AdaIN [3] ∞ UOS √ general √ mean and variance of deep features
WCT [5] ∞ UOS √ general √ mean and covariance of deep features
Local-based
Analogy [20] ∞ SOS × general × image patches
Quilting [21] ∞ UOS × general × image patches
CNNMRF [7] ∞ UOS × general √ feature patches
Doodles [22] ∞ SOS × general √ feature patches
T-Effect [9] ∞ SOS × text × image patches
UT-Effect [23] ∞ UOS × text × image patches
GAN-based
Pix2pix [10] 1/N* × √ general √ learned features
BicycleGAN [24] 1/N* × √ general √ learned features
StarGAN [12] N × √ general √ learned features
MC-GAN [19] ∞ × √ text √ learned features
TET-GAN (ours) N × √ text √ disentangled content and style features
TET-GAN+ (ours) ∞ SOS/UOS √ text √ disentangled content and style features
* Pix2pix and BicycleGAN are originally designed to support only one style per model. In our experiment, we add an extra conditional text-style pair to their
original input, which enables them to handle multiple styles in one model.
Note: Compared to TET-GAN, TET-GAN+ additionally takes use of the proposed one-shot fine-tuning strategy for style extension.
TE141K-E and TE141K-C are provided, and benchmark-
ing is conducted on the testing set of TE141K-S. This
task is more difficult since models have to learn new
text effects with only one example pair.
• Unsupervised One-Shot Text Effects Transfer. This
task is similar to Supervised One-Shot Text Effects
Transfer except that during testing the glyph image of
the example text effects image is not provided. This
task is the most difficult since transfer models have to
distinguish the foreground and background by itself.
3 BENCHMARKING EXISTING STYLE TRANSFER
MODELS
In this section, we briefly introduce existing representative
style transfer models, which will be benchmarked on the
proposed TE141K dataset in Section 5. These models can be
categorized based on their style representations, i.e. global
statistics, local patches and learned features. The choice of
the style representation can largely affect the characteristics
of the model in terms of flexibility and efficiency. To give an
intuitive comparison, we summarize the models and their
characteristics in Table 2.
Global-based models. Global-based models represent
image styles as global statistics of image features and
transfer styles by matching the global feature distributions
between the style image and the generated image. The
advantage of explicitly defined style representation is that
any input style can be modelled and transferred without
requiring large paired dataset, thus suitable for the task of
unsupervised one-shot transfer.
• Neural Style Transfer (NST): The trend for parametric
deep-based style transfer begins with the pioneering
work of Neural Style Transfer [1]. In NST, Gatys et al. for-
mulated image style as the covariance of deep features
in the form of a Gram matrix [6], and transferred style by
matching high-level representations of the content image
and the Gram matrices, which demonstrates remarkable
representative power of convolutional neural networks
(CNN) to model style. The main drawback of NST is its
computationally expensive optimization procedure. The
follow-up work [25], [26], [27], [28] has been proposed
to speed up NST by training a feed-forward network
to minimize the loss of NST. However, the efficiency is
achieved at the expense of flexibility and quality. Thus
we select NST as our benchmarking global-based model.
• Arbitrary Style Transfer (AdaIN): AdaIN [3] presents a
feature transformation framework, where the style is
represented by the mean and variance of deep features.
By aligning these statistics of the content features with
those of the style features via adaptive instance normal-
ization (AdaIN), AdaIN allows for fast arbitrary style
transfer, achieving flexility and efficiency simutaneously.
• Universal Style Transfer (WCT): WCT [5] follows the fea-
ture transformation framework, and represents the style
as the covariance of deep features, which can be adjusted
by whitening/coloring transforms (WCT). Compared to
the variance in AdaIN [3], the covariance can better
capture high-level representations of the style.
Local-based models. Local-based models represent
styles as local patches, and transfer styles by rearranging
style patches to fit the structure of the content image.
Similar to the global-based models, local-based models are
capable of extracting style from only a single style image,
thereby suitable for the task of one-shot transfer. Compared
to global-based models, local patches better depict style
details. However, matching patches can be time-consuming.
• Image Analogy (Analogy): Hertzmann et al. first presents
a supervised framework named image analogy [20],
which aims to learn the transformation between a pair of
unstylized source image and the corresponding stylized
6image. Style transfer is realized by applying the learned
transformation to the target image. In [20], the transfor-
mation is realized by replacing unstylized image patches
with the corresponding stylized ones.
• Image Quilting (Quilting): Image Quilting [21] rearranges
the image patches from the style image according to the
intensity or gradient of the content image, which can
transfer the style in an unsupervised manner.
• CNNMRF: CNNMRF [7] combines CNN with MRF reg-
ularizer, and models image style by local patches of deep
features, which is suitable for fine structure preservation
and semantic matching. However, it fails when the con-
tent and style images have strong semantic differences
due to the patch mismatches.
• Neural Doodles (Doodle): Neural Doodles [22] introduces
a supervised version of CNNMRF [7] by incorporating
the semantic map of the style image as guidance, which
alleviates the problem of patch mismatches.
• Text Effects Transfer (T-Effect): Yang et al. proposed the
first text effects transfer method named T-Effect [9].
The authors modelled the text style by both the patch
appearance and their correlated positions on the glyph,
which achieves spatially consistency in text style.
• Unsupervised Text Effects Transfer (UT-Effect): UT-
Effect [23] is an unsupervised version of T-Effect [9],
which generates new text effects from texture images
rather than given text effects. It further exploits the
saliency of the textures to enhance the legibility of the
rendered text.
GAN-based models. GAN-based models are tasked to
map between two or more domains, during which the style
representation is implicitly learned from the data. This task-
specific style representation has the advantage of producing
vivid results, but needs large dataset to train and is usually
hard to extend to new styles.
• Pix2pix-cGAN (Pix2pix): Pix2pix [10] presents a general-
purpose framework built upon U-Net [29] and Patch-
GAN [10] for the task of image-to-image translation,
which has shown high performance in many applica-
tions such as style transfer, colorization, semantic seg-
mentation and daytime hallucination. Despite the high
performance, Pix2pix [10] is designed for two domains,
thus has limited flexibility in handling multiple styles.
• BicycleGAN: BicycleGAN [24] tackles the problem of
generating diverse outputs by encouraging bijective con-
sistency between the output and learned latent features.
Like Pix2pix [10], it is ineffective in multi-style transfer.
• StarGAN: StarGAN [12] utilizes additional one-hot vec-
tors as input to specify the target domain, so that the net-
work can learn the mapping between multiple domains,
which is of more flexibility.
• Multi-Content GAN (MC-GAN): Azadi et al. [19] pre-
sented a MC-GAN for the stylization of capital letters,
which combines font transfer and text effects transfer
using two successive subnetworks. A leave-one-out ap-
proach is introduced for few-shot style transfer (it takes
5 example images as input as reported in [19]), making
the model more flexible. However, MC-GAN is designed
to handle only 26 capital letters with a small image
resolution of 64× 64, which highly limits its uses.
4 TET-GAN FOR TEXT EFFECTS TRANSFER
To construct a baseline model for TE141K, we propose a
deep-based approach named TET-GAN to disentangle and
recombine the content and style features of text effects im-
ages so that it can simultaneously handle multiple styles in
TE141K. We further propose a one-shot fine-tuning strategy,
which extends TET-GAN to new styles flexibly.
4.1 Network Architecture and Loss Function
Our goal is to learn a two-way mapping between two do-
mains X and Y , which represent a collection of text images
and text effects images, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6,
TET-GAN consists of two content encoders {EX , EcY}, a
style encoder {EsY}, two domain generators {GX , GY} and
two domain discriminators {DX , DY}.EX andEcY map text
images and text effects images onto a shared content feature
space, respectively, while EsY maps text effects images onto
a style feature space. GX generates text images from the
encoded content features. GY generates text effects images
conditioned on both the encoded content and style features.
Based on the assumption that domains X and Y share
a common content feature space, we share the weights
between the last few layers of EX and EcY as well as the
first few layers of GX and GY . Discriminators are trained to
distinguish the generated images from the real ones.
TET-GAN is trained on three tasks: Glyph Autoencoder
GX ◦ EX : X → X for learning content feature encoding,
DestylizationGX ◦EcY : Y → X for learning content feature
disentanglement from text effects images, and Stylization
GY ◦ (EX , EsY) : X × Y → Y for learning style feature
disentanglement and combination with content features.
Therefore, our objective is to solve the min-max problem:
min
E,G
max
D
Lgly + Ldesty + Lsty, (1)
where Lgly, Ldesty and Lsty are losses related to the glyph
autoencoder, destylization, and stylization, respectively.
Glyph Autoencoder. First, the encoded content feature
is required to preserve the core information of the glyph.
Thus we impose an autoencoder L1 loss to force the content
feature to completely reconstruct the input text image:
Lgly = λglyEx[‖GX (EX (x))− x‖1]. (2)
Destylization. For destylization, we sample from the
training set a text-style pair (x, y). We would like to map x
and y onto a shared content feature space, where the feature
can be used to reconstruct x, leading to the L1 loss:
Ldpix = Ex,y[‖GX (EcY(y))− x‖1]. (3)
Meanwhile, we would like EcY to approach the ideal content
feature extracted from x. To enforce this constraint, we
formulate a feature loss as:
Ldfeat = Ex,y[‖SX (EcY(y))− z‖1], (4)
where SX is the sharing layers of GX , and z = SX (EX (x)).
Our feature loss guides the content encoder EcY to remove
the style elements from the text effects image, preserving
only the core information of the glyph.
Finally, we impose conditional adversarial loss to im-
prove the quality of the generated results. DX learns to
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Fig. 6. The TET-GAN architecture. (a) An overview of TET-GAN architecture. Our network is trained via three objectives of autoencoder, destylization
and stylization. (b) Glyph autoencoder to learn content features. (c) Destylization by disentangling content features from text effects images. (d)
Stylization by combining content and style features.
determine the authenticity of the input text image and
whether it matches the given text effects image. At the same
time, GX and EcY learn to confuse DX :
Ldadv = Ex,y[logDX (x, y)]
− Ey[log(1−DX (GX (EcY(y)), y))].
(5)
The total loss for destylization takes the following form:
Ldesty = λdpixLdpix + λdfeatLdfeat + λdadvLdadv, (6)
Stylization. For the task of stylization, we sample from
the training set a text-style pair (x, y) and a text effects
image y′ that shares the same style with y but has a different
glyph. We first extract the content feature from x and the
style feature from y, which are then concatenated and fed
into GY to generate a text effects image to approximate to
the ground truth y in an L1 sense:
Lspix = Ex,y,y′ [‖GY(EX (x), EsY(y′))− y‖1], (7)
and confuse DY with conditional adversarial loss:
Lsadv = Ex,y,y′ [logDY(x, y, y′)]
− Ex,y′ [log(1−DY(x,GY(EX (x), EsY(y′)), y′))].
(8)
Our final loss for stylization is:
Lsty = λspixLspix + λsadvLsadv. (9)
4.2 One-Shot Text Effects Transfer
As introduced in Section 3, GAN-based methods are heav-
ily dependent on dataset by nature and usually require
thousands of training images, which greatly limits their
applicability. To build a baseline that supports personalized
style transfer like the global-based and local-based methods,
we propose a novel one-shot fine-tuning strategy for style
extension, where only one example style image is required.
One-shot supervised learning. As shown in Fig. 7(b),
for an unseen style, TET-GAN trained on TE141K-C fails
to synthesize its texture details. To solve this problem,
we propose a simple yet efficient “self-stylization” training
scheme. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 7(d), we randomly
crop the images to obtain a bunch of text effects patches
that have the same style but differ in the pixel domain. In
(a) (b) (c)
(d) Self-stylization training scheme
Fig. 7. One-shot text effects transfer. (a) User-specified new text effects.
(b) Stylization result on an unseen style. (c) Stylization result after one-
shot finetuning. (d) Randomly crop the style image to generate image
pairs for training.
other words, x, y, and y′ in Eqs. (1)-(9) are patches cropped
from the given image pair. They constitute a training set to
finetune TET-GAN so that it can learn to reconstruct vivid
textures, as shown in Fig. 7(c).
One-shot unsupervised learning. For an unseen style
y without its text image x provided, it is intuitive to ex-
ploit our destylization submodule to generate x from y,
and transform this one-shot unsupervised problem to a
supervised one. In other words, x˜ = GX (EcY(y)) is used
as an auxiliary x during the finetuning. Considering that
the accuracy of the content features extracted from x˜ cannot
be guaranteed, a style reconstruction loss is employed to
further constrain the content features to help reconstruct y:
Lsrec = λsrecEy[‖GY(EcY(y), EsY(y))− y‖1]. (10)
Our objective for unsupervised learning takes the form:
min
E,G
max
D
Lgly + Ldesty + Lsty + Lsrec. (11)
The model of TET-GAN combining one-shot fine-tuning
strategy is named TET-GAN+.
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Fig. 8. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on general text effects transfer. (a) Input example text effects with the target text in the lower-left
corner. (b) AdaIN [3]. (c) WCT [5]. (d) Doodles [22]. (e) T-Effect [9]. (f) Pix2pix [10]. (g) BicycleGAN [24]. (h) StarGAN [12]. (i) TET-GAN.
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, 15 state-of-the-art style transfer models, in-
cluding the proposed TET-GAN and TET-GAN+, are tested
on the proposed TE141K. The models are summarized in
Table 2. Through the experimental results, we provide a
comprehensive benchmark on text effects transfer, analyze
the performance-influencing factors of TE141K, and demon-
strate the superiority of the proposed models.
5.1 Experimental Settings
Implementation Details. For state-of-the-art models, we
use their public codes and default parameters. Three data-
driven methods, Pix2pix [10], BicycleGAN [24], and Star-
GAN [12] are trained on the proposed dataset with our data
pre-processing and their own data augmentation. In order to
allow Pix2pix and BicycleGAN to handle multiple styles, we
change their inputs from a single text image to a concatena-
tion of three images: the example text effects image, its glyph
counterpart and the target glyph. The architecture details of
TET-GAN are provided in the supplementary material.
Evaluation Metrics. Since currently there is no evalua-
tion metric especially designed for text effects, we choose
to use two traditional metrics Peak Signal to Noise Ra-
tio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity Index (SSIM), which
are wildly applied for image quality assessment, and two
neural-network based metrics Perceptual Loss, and Style
Loss, which are commonly used in style transfer.
PSNR is an approximation to human perception. Let X
be the image predicted by a model, and Y be the ground-
truth image, PSNR is defined as:
PSNR(X,Y ) = 20 · log10( 255||X − Y ||22
). (12)
Compared with PSNR, SSIM is more sensitive to changes
on structural information. Given µx and µy the average of
X and Y , respectively, σ2x and σ
2
y the variance of X and Y ,
respectively, σxy the covariance of X and Y , c1 = 6.5025,
c2 = 58.5225 two variables to stabilize the division with
weak denominator, SSIM is defined as:
SSIM(X,Y ) =
(2µxµy + c1)(2σxy + c2)
(µ2x + µ
2
y + c1)(σ
2
x + σ
2
y + c2)
. (13)
In neural style transfer [1], perceptual loss and style loss
measure the semantic similarity and style similarity of two
images, respectively. Let Fl be the feature map of the l-th
layer of a pre-trained VGG-19 network, with Gram matrix
G(F) = FF>, perceptual loss and style loss are:
Perceptual(X,Y ) =
∑
l
||Fl(X)−Fl(Y )||22,
Style(X,Y ) =
∑
l
||G(Fl(X))− G(Fl(Y ))||22.
(14)
In order to measure results from both local and global
perspective, we choose five layers relu1_1, relu2_1,
relu3_1, relu4_1 and relu5_1.
Furthermore, a user study is conducted where 20 ob-
servers were asked to score the comprehensive transfer per-
formance with 1 to 5 points (5 is the best). For each observer,
we randomly selected 5 input pairs and asked them to score
the corresponding results of all models. Finally, we collected
2,000 scores and calculated the average score for each model
on each task.
5.2 Benchmarking on General Text Effects Transfer
We first benchmark models on the task of general text effects
transfer, where text styles in training/testing phase are the
same. As shown in Table 3, TET-GAN performs the best on
all metrics. Representative results are shown in Fig. 8.
Two representative global-based models, AdaIN [3] and
WCT [5], fail to perform well in both quantity and quality.
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Performance benchmarking on the task of general text effects transfer
with PSNR, SSIM, Perceptual Loss, Style Loss, and the average score
of user study. The best score in each column is marked in bold, and the
second best score is underlined.
Model PSNR SSIM Perceptual Style User
AdaIN [3] 13.939 0.612 1.6147 0.0038 1.93
WCT [5] 14.802 0.619 1.8626 0.0036 1.77
Doodles [22] 18.391 0.674 1.5484 0.0030 2.90
T-Effect [9] 21.402 0.793 1.0909 0.0020 3.93
Pix2pix [10] 20.513 0.786 1.4237 0.0031 2.99
BicycleGAN [24] 20.950 0.803 1.5080 0.0033 2.59
StarGAN [12] 14.977 0.612 1.9144 0.0045 2.01
TET-GAN (ours) 27.626 0.900 0.8250 0.0014 4.57
AdaIN fails to reconstruct details and has color deviations,
while WCT creates wavy artifacts and mingles the fore-
ground and background. It may be due to that AdaIN and
WCT are designed to minimize the style and content loss [1],
and this objective is not suitable for text effects transfer.
We select two representative local-based models, Doo-
dles [22] and T-Effect [9]. Doodles fails to preserve the global
structure of the glyph and suffers from artifacts. In Table 3,
T-Effect performs second best on four metrics including user
study. However, since T-Effect processes patches in the pixel
domain, it causes obvious color and structure discontinuity.
In addition, when the contour of the input glyph differs
greatly from the target glyph, T-Effect fails to adapt well to
the new glyph.
Regarding GAN-based methods, both Pix2pix [10] and
BicycleGAN [24] achieve a PSNR of over 20 and a SSIM of
over 0.78. However, they cannot well eliminate the original
input, leaving some ghosting artifacts. StarGAN [12] learns
some color mappings, but fails to synthesize texture details
and suffers from distinct checkerboard artifacts, which also
leads to low quantitative performance. In summary, GAN-
based methods can basically realize text effects transfer,
however visual effect is not satisfactory, which may be due
to the instability of GAN and limited network capability.
By comparison, our network learns valid glyph features
and style features, thus precisely transferring text effects
with the glyph well preserved.
5.3 Benchmarking on Supervised One-Shot Text Ef-
fects Transfer
In the task of supervised one-shot text effects transfer, only
one observed example pair is provided. In addition to
existing methods, we select Pix2pix [10] which has the best
user score among the GAN-based models in last task, and
apply our one-shot learning strategy proposed in Section 4.2
to it, making Pix2pix able to process unseen text effects. This
variant is named Pix2pix+.
As shown in Table 4, the proposed TET-GAN+ achieves
the best results on PSNR, SSIM, Content Loss and user
study, and performs second best on Style Loss. T-Effect [9]
performs slightly better than TET-GAN+ on Style Loss. This
may be because that Style Loss mainly focuses on local simi-
larity, where T-Effect can achieve good local similarity easily
by directly copying and fusing patches from the source
image. It can be observed in Fig. 9 that T-Effect is less able
TABLE 4
Performance benchmarking on the task of supervised one-shot text
effects transfer with PSNR, SSIM, Perceptual Loss, Style Loss, and the
average score of user study. The best score in each column is marked
in bold, and the second best score is underlined.
Model PSNR SSIM Perceptual Style User
Analogy [20] 14.639 0.581 2.1202 0.0034 1.59
Doodles [22] 17.653 0.636 1.6907 0.0028 3.20
T-Effect [9] 18.654 0.712 1.4023 0.0022 3.96
Pix2pix+ [10] 16.656 0.660 1.7226 0.0037 2.30
TET-GAN+ (ours) 20.192 0.767 1.4017 0.0026 4.26
(c) Doodles (e) Pix2pix+(d) T-Effect (f) TET-GAN+(b) Analogy(a) input
Fig. 9. Comparison with other methods on one-shot supervised text
effects transfer. (a) Input example text effects with the target text in the
lower-left corner. (b) Analogy [20]. (c) Doodles [22]. (d) T-Effect [9]. (e)
Pix2pix+ [10]. (f) TET-GAN+.
to preserve shape, texture regularity and color continuity.
In terms of efficiency, the released MATLAB-based T-Effect
requires about 150 s per image with Intel Xeon E5-1620
CPU (no GPU version available). In comparison, our feed-
forward method only takes about 0.33 s per image with Intel
Core i7-6850K CPU and 10 ms per image with GeForce GTX
1080 GPU after a three-minute fine-tuning.
The other three methods are not as good as TET-GAN+
in terms of both quantitative and qualitative performance.
Two local-based methods, Analogy [20] cannot well pre-
serve the shape of the glyph while Doodles [22] causes
artifacts and distorts textures. Although taking advantages
of the proposed fine-tuning strategy, Pix2pix+ [10] can trans-
fer basal colors to the target glyph, it suffers from severe
detail loss. Compared with Pix2pix+, TET-GAN+ can adapt
to and well reconstruct new textures thanks to the feature
disentanglement.
5.4 Benchmarking on Unsupervised One-Shot Text Ef-
fects Transfer
The task of unsupervised one-shot text effects transfer is
much challenging, where only one observed example is
provided for the models. The advantages of our approach
are more pronounced. As shown in Table 5, TET-GAN+
achieves the best result on all five metrics. Representative
results are illustrated in Fig. 10.
Three global-based methods, NST [1], AdaIN [3] and
WCT [5], all fail to produce satisfactory quantity and quality
results. NST cannot correctly find the correspondence be-
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Fig. 10. Comparison with other methods on one-shot unsupervised text effects transfer. (a) Input example text effects with the target text in the
lower-left corner. (b) NST [1]. (c) AdaIN [3]. (d) WCT [5]. (e) Quilting [21]. (f) CNNMRF [7]. (g) UT-Effect [23]. (h) TET-GAN+.
TABLE 5
Performance benchmarking on the task of unsupervised one-shot text
effects transfer with PSNR, SSIM, Perceptual Loss, Style Loss, and the
average score of user study. The best score in each column is marked
in bold, and the second best score is underlined.
Model PSNR SSIM Perceptual Style User
NST [1] 11.413 0.255 2.5705 0.0045 1.56
AdaIN [3] 13.443 0.579 1.7342 0.0033 1.92
WCT [5] 13.911 0.542 2.0934 0.0033 1.93
Quilting [21] 11.045 0.354 2.6733 0.0058 1.41
CNNMRF [7] 09.309 0.337 1.8427 0.0042 1.79
UT-Effect [23] 14.877 0.609 1.7551 0.0028 2.12
TET-GAN+ (ours) 18.724 0.721 1.4933 0.0027 3.90
(c)(b) (d)(a)
Fig. 11. Comparison with MC-GAN [19]. (a) Inputs. (b) Glyph predicted
by MC-GAN. (c) Result of MC-GAN. (d) Result of TET-GAN+.
tween the texture and glyph, leading to severe shape distor-
tion and interwoven textures. AdaIN and WCT encounter
the same problem as in Section 5.2. Concerning local-based
methods, CNNMRF [7] fails to adapt text effects features
to the target glyph. Quilting [21] and UT-Effect [23] distort
glyphs. Taking full advantages of de-stylization, TET-GAN+
can well distinguish foreground and background, therefore
successfully reconstruct the global structure.
MC-GAN [19] is a few-shot method and can only handle
26 capital letters with a small image resolution of 64 ×
64. Fig. 11 shows a comparison result. Four letters are
provided for MC-GAN, while only one input example is
provided for TET-GAN+. The glyph prediction of MC-GAN
is not satisfactory. The shape is distorted and the edge is
blurry. For stylization, MC-GAN fails to reconstruct detailed
textures. In Fig. 11 (d), we upsample the glyph prediction
of MC-GAN to 256 × 256 for TET-GAN+. TET-GAN+ well
generates a high quality result with rich textures.
Comparing with Table 4, we can find that the quantita-
tive performance in Table 5 is much worse, which indicates
that the unsupervised task is more difficult than the super-
vised one. This is obvious since models are provided with
much less information. However, the proposed TET-GAN+
still achieves satisfactory results, which demonstrates that
the unsupervised task is solvable, and the proposed unsu-
pervised one-shot training scheme is feasible.
5.5 Analysis of TE141K
We further analyze the performance-influencing factors of
TE141K with the benchmarking results. To quantify the dif-
ficulty of transferring a certain text style, we use its average
user score value over eight transfer models benchmarked
on the task of general text effects transfer to represent its
transferring difficulty.
In order to explore what factors determine the difficulty
of transferring text effects, we first use one-hot encoding
to represent whether text effects contain the 24 subclasses
introduced in Section 2.3. Then we adopt linear regression to
fit the average user score. The Pearson correlation coefficient
of this regression is 0.742. The linear regression weights
can represent whether a subclass plays an important role
in determining the user scores. The three largest positive
weight values are One-Side Stroke (0.47798), Background Hard
Texture (0.39513), and Foreground Normal Texture (0.37166).
The reason lies in two aspects. First, these distinct visual
elements are easily perceived by human eyes to influence
the user decision. Second, these visual elements are mostly
anisotropic and irregular, which are hard for transfer models
to characterize and generate. Meanwhile, Normal Stroke (-
1.34573) has the lowest negative weight values, while the
values of Thick Stroke (-0.73353) and Thin Stroke (-0.60621)
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Fig. 12. Effect of the reconstruction loss and feature loss. (a) Input. (b)
Model without Lrec and Ldfeat. (c) Model without Ldfeat. (d) Full model.
(c) (e)(b) (f)(d) input(a) input
Fig. 13. Effect of pre-training for one-shot text effects transfer. (a)(d)
Input. (b)(e) Our results. (c)(f) Results of our network without pretraining.
are also negative. This is because with the help of glyph
shape and data pre-processing to provide distance infor-
mation, strokes become easy to model and reconstruct. In
conclusion, generating irregular textures or shapes around
glyphs constitute the major challenge of text effects transfer.
It suggests the focuses on modeling irregular textures or
shapes for subsequent researches.
5.6 Performance Analysis of TET-GAN
Beyond model benchmarking, we also conducted experi-
ments to further analysis the performance of TET-GAN.
Ablation Study. In Fig. 12, we study the effect of the
reconstruction loss (Eq. (4)) and the feature loss (Eq. (2)).
Without these two losses, even the color palette of the
example style is not correctly transferred. In Fig. 12(c),
the glyph is not fully disentangled from the style, leading
to annoying bleeding artifacts. The satisfying results in
Fig. 12(d) verify that our feature loss effectively guides TET-
GAN to extract valid content representations to synthesize
clean text effects. For one-shot text effects transfer, as shown
in Fig. 13, if trained from scratch, the performance of our
network drops dramatically, verifying that pre-training on
our dataset successfully teaches our network the domain
knowledge of text effects synthesis.
Style interpolation.The flexibility of TET-GAN is further
manifested by the application of style interpolation. The
explicit style representations enable intelligent style editing.
Fig. 14 shows an example of style fusion. We interpolate
between four different style features, and decode the inte-
grated features back to the image space, obtaining brand-
new text effects.
Failure Case and User Interaction. While our approach
has generated appealing results, some limitations still exist.
Our destylization subnetwork is not fool-proof due to the
extreme diversity of the text effects, which may totally differ
from our collected text effects. Fig. 15 shows a failure case
of one-shot unsupervised text effects transfer. Our network
fails to recognize the glyph. As a result, in the stylization
result, the text effects in the foreground and background
are reversed. This problem can be possibly solved by user
interaction. Users can simply paint a few strokes (Fig. 15(d))
Fig. 14. Applications of TET-GAN for style interpolation.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Fig. 15. User-interactive unsupervised style transfer. (a) Example text
effects and the target text. (b)(c) Our destylization and stylization results
after finetuning. (d) A mask provided by the user, where the blue and red
regions indicate the background and foreground, respectively. (e)(f) Our
destylization and stylization results with the help of the mask.
to provide a priori information about the foreground and
the background, which is then fed into the network as
a guidance to constrain the glyph extraction. Specifically,
let Mf and Mg be the binary mask of foreground and
background (namely, the red channel and the blue channel
in Fig. 15(d)) provided by the user, respectively. Then, a
guidance loss is added to Eq. (1):
Lguid = Ey[‖GX (EcY(y))Mf −Mf‖1]
+ Ey[‖GX (EcY(y))Mb − 0‖1],
(15)
where  is the element-wise multiplication operator. As
shown in Fig. 15(e), under the guidance of Lguid, the glyph
is correctly extracted, and the quality of the style transfer
result (Fig. 15(f)) is thereby greatly improved.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a novel text effects dataset with
141K text effects/glyph pairs in total, which consists of
152 professionally designed text effects and 3K different
kinds of glyphs including English letters, Chinese charac-
ters, Japanese kanas, Arabic numerals, etc. Statistics and
experimental results validate the challenges of the proposed
dataset. In addition, we design effective data pre-processing
and augmentation methods, which can improve the robust-
ness of transfer models. Moreover, we present a novel TET-
GAN for text effects transfer. We integrate stylization and
destylization into one uniform framework to jointly learn
valid content and style representations of the artistic text.
Benchmarking results demonstrate the superiority of TET-
GAN in generating high-quality artistic typography. As a
future direction, one may explore other more sophisticated
style editing methods on the proposed dataset, such as back-
ground replacement, color adjustment and texture attribute
editing. We believe the proposed dataset has the potential
to boost the development of corresponding research areas.
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